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Once the bomb was launched, all of the characters go into "precognitive aftershock" and they are immediately transported back to the point that they were in moments before the bomb goes off. They go back to the prison, where several Shadaloo agents and some Triads have already taken down all the other fighters and are arresting Cage.
Cage continues to struggle but is overpowered. The fighters use their precognitive powers to come back and save the others. To defeat Sagat, Bison once again finds him and and convinces him to join Shadaloo. When Ryu arrived in Thailand, he knew he couldn't just challenge Sagat as an unknown fighter, so Ryu created a plan to put Sagat
in a situation where he can't refuse his challenge. [65] By defeating many Muay Thai fighters, he believed it'll eventually reach Sagat's ears. If successful, Sagat will show himself in order to defend Muay Thai's honor. [66] Ryu defeats 20 Muay Thai users, and yells at the fighters how allowing a stranger to tarnish Muay Thai's reputation is an
embarrassment, Sagat heard Ryu and his fighting spirit burned. He told Ryu that he'll show him real Muay Thai, and the two would clash. [67] Ryu, however, defeats Sagat with a nearly-fatal Shoryuken [68] [69] [70] [22] that not only knocks Sagat unconscious, but also marks his chest with a great scar. After regaining consciousness and
discovering what had happened, Sagat swears vengeance on Ryu. [71] [54]
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This story takes place several years after the events of the Street Fighter Alpha manga. In here, Ryu seeks to become what is known as a true fighter. He works hard in his training, but still can't find the answer on his own. One day, during a sparring match with his friend Ken, Ryu is soundly defeated by his rival, with the latter revealing that
he discovered the secret to becoming a true fighter shortly after having defeated Gill. From this point on in the story, Ryu decides to travel throughout the world to find out exactly how to become a true fighter. In his travels, Ryu meets Oro, who guides him through various battles against the likes of Hugo, Yun, Yang, Dudley and even his old

rival Sagat. After having defeated all of these opponents, Ryu rendezvous back in Japan with Ken, where the two fight one more time. It is then decided that the winner of their fight (Ryu) will avenge the death of the master Gouken against the likes of Akuma. Ryu and Akuma face-off, with Ryu taking a severe beating at first, at one point
getting impaled through the chest by one of Akuma's punches. In the end, however, Ryu's power of good overcomes Akuma's Satsui no Hadou, and in the end, Akuma is vanquished, never to return again. Fast forward to a few weeks after the fight, where Ken arranges a match between Ryu and Alex (who is also seeking to become a true

fighter), and it is here where our story ends, with the hero Ryu challenging Alex to a fight. This chapter focuses on the story of Ryu's next journey into the tournament world with his friends following along to support him. Having awoken his Satsui no Hado, Ryu uses the new powers to beat the 25-ranked fighters in a variety of unique ways.
Having a high ranking, Ryu finds himself in the top 16, who turns out to be Gouken. Gouken gives Ryu the opportunity to go to the tournament and asks him to give him a fighting chance with his Satsui no Hado. He also promises that he will give up being a weapon for good and become a human. Gouken then gives the Zangief pose which

represents the promise he just gave Ryu. 5ec8ef588b
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